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A  MESSAGE TO YOU
Although this semester may not seem too dissimilar

from the last, we were given a chance to come out of

our online lives. It was a transition that brought about

mixed emotions including excitement and anxiety:

excitement for new opportunities, new friends and

adventures, or anxiety for the uncertain and having to

brush up on social skills (because I know I did). Either

way, it was a change that we had to become

accustomed to, and that we did. 

This semester, of course, is not without its trials and

tribulations. All of us, no matter how big or small, have

faced a trial one way or the other. Whether it be in

our classes, our work, or something more personal, it

eventually takes a toll on us as human beings. But as

human beings, we were not built to be crushed by the

weight of the world. We were built to be resilient, to

get back up when we are knocked down. You have

made it this far and that says a lot about who you are. 

What does that mean?

It means that I am proud of you for how far you have

come. For every little achievement, for every big

success, and for every moment when you felt like

giving up but decided not to, you are amazing. Your

hard work and every effort you've made for your goals

and for yourself do not go unnoticed. 

As you start another chapter, are ending one or

continuing on your journey, never forget your

"why". But most importantly, never forget how

far you have come. Even if a wall stands in your

path, make like a titan and bust through it.

The semester may be over and another year

starts, I thank you for all your hard work and

effort. As many times as it may have been said

already, you are amazing. 

Don't forget to take a break. You deserve it.  

Kayla Manzano

Publications and Apparel Director
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Hello everyone! CNSA wants to congratulate you all for finishing this semester- you are one step

closer to your BSN!! Transitioning from online back to in person has brought some new challenges,

but we have noticed you all persevering with diligence. Whether it be from hanging with friends at

Halfway Day or getting down on the dance floor at formal, we hope that CNSA has brought some

highlights to your semester. It has been our honor to help you through your nursing journey. Also, we

would both like to thank our amazing CNSA board for making this semester possible. As for the Fall

Class of 2021- congratulations!! Your cohort is an inspiration to us all and we wish you all the best!

 

 

  Ciena Long, CNSA President 

Lady Abangan, CNSA Vice President



Getting accepted into Nursing School is one of

the most exciting things to happen in life! Just

as we are excited as you, we were finally able

to hold an in-person bootcamp after over a

year. Thanks to our CNSA BOD, sponsors,

professors, and everyone who lent a hand, we

were able to make it all happen!

This bootcamp serves as a preview of whats to

come in the first semester of nursing school.

From tips and tricks to how-to's, we are here to

answer all your questions. We have information

such as volunteering, cord points, workload,

and experiences ready to be shared.

Not only that, but it's your firsthand chance to

meet and greet your cohort members!

BOOTCAMP



EVENTS AND FUNDRAISERS

Here are some events and fundraising CNSA

held this semester! We have informational

events, free events with food, and fundraisers

with your favorite brands! As we fundraise, we

can hold more events for you! 

Look forward to more events through our

announcements and social media!



EVENTS AND FUNDRAISERS



EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Halfway Day has been a celebration

marking the halfway of the semester where

the first semester cohorts are in charge of

holding. This semester, we had a

spooktacular day filled with delicious food,

raffles, and tons of fun.

We thank all the first semesters for holding

such an amazing event and for all those

who lent a helping hand! With all of your

hard work, we were also able to hold a

raffle where one lucky student won a

brand new iPad.

Thank you to all who came! Tune in and we

hope to see you all on the next halfway

day!



EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
This year's formal theme was Enchanted Forest, filled with magical lights, delicious food, and amazing music. With the hard work

of the planning committee and all who helped, we all made this night to remember to happen. We thank all the volunteers from

all cohorts, those outside the nursing program, and the incoming nursing students who helped! We had a wide array of food

including tacos, samosas, lumpia, cakes, muffins, and vegan options fit for everyone in attendance. Of course, we can't forget our

amazing DJ Diko for providing us with some bumping tunes as we busted it out on the dance floor. For this year's formal, we

included two CNSA Royalty (pictured below) which acknowledges either fourth or fifth-semester students who have gone above

and beyond in both their schooling and their contribution to the community. 

We thank all who came to celebrate the end of the semester and make this night truly one for the books. We look forward to the

next formal with you, and we hope it will be just as magical as the last. 



CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
GRADUATES!

Congratulations to our Class of Fall 2021!

Thank you for all your years of hard work, dedication,

and sleepless nights. We all look forward to seeing all

of you amazing graduates as our nurses. Here's to the

necxt chapter of your journey!



WHY JOIN CNSA?

Earn points and receive a cord

for graduation!

Receive discounts on certain

CNSA events and participate

in members-only events!

Have an organization who has

your back and ready to lend a

helping hand in your nursing

school experience!

JOIN US!



CNSA THANKS YOU!

We thank all our sponsors, donors, members, and

everyone for being a part of this chapter!

We'll see you next year!


